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Legal regulation of some 
matrimonial property problems

This article is devoted to questions of legal regulation of joint property 
of spouses. Currently, Kazakhstan has expanded the scope of property rela
tions , especially in the transfer of rights to immovable property. Joint prop
erty of the spouses is any acquired by them during the marriage movable 
and immovable property. In connection with the mandatory registration of 
rights to immovable property and transactions with it in practice, registra
tion authorities, the question arose about the order of registration of the 
right of joint ownership of the spouses. The article describes the procedure 
of registration of rights, if the immovable property acquired in the name of 
one of the spouses.
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  Ай сұл та но ва К.А.,  
Нұ рах ме то ва Г.Г.,  

Ер му ха ме то ва С.Р.

Ер лі-зай ып ты лар дың  
бір лес кен ор тақ мен ші гі нің  

құ қық тық рет те луі

Атал ған ма қа ла ер лізай ып ты лар дың бір лес кен ор тақ мен ші гі нің 
құ қық тық рет те луінің сұ рақ та ры на ар нал ған.Ер лізай ып ты лар дың 
бір лес кен ор тақ мен ші гі не ке ке зін де жи на ған жыл жы майт ын жә не 
жыл жи тын мү лік те рі бо лып та бы ла ды.Қа зір гі ке зең де Қа зақ стан да 
мү лік тік қа ты нас тар дың қол да ну аясы ке ңей ді,оның ішін де жыл жы
майт ын мү лік тер дің ауысу құ қы ғы.Жыл жы майт ын мү лік тер ді мін дет
ті түр де тір кеуге бай ла ныс ты жә не мә мі ле лер ді тір кеуге бай ла ныс ты 
прак ти ка лық ор ган дар да ер лізай ып ты лар дың бір лес кен ор тақ мен
ші гін тір кеу тәр ті бі ту ра лы сұ рақ тар туын да ды.Ма қа ла да жыл жы
майт ын мү лік тер ді ер лізай ып ты лар дың бі реуі нің аты на алын ған кез
де гі жағ дайы қа рас ты рыл ған.

Түйін сөз дер: мү лік,ер лізай ып ты лар дың бір лес кен мен ші гі,ер лі
зай ып ты лар дың мүл кін бө лу,жыл жы майт ын мү лік ті тір кеу.

  Ай сул та но ва К.А.,  
Ну рах ме то ва Г.Г.,  

Ер му ха ме то ва С.Р. 

Пра во во го ре гу ли ро ва ния  
сов мест ной собст вен нос ти 

суп ру гов

Дан ная статья пос вя ще на воп ро сам пра во во го ре гу ли ро ва ния 
сов мест ной собст вен нос ти суп ру гов. Об щей сов мест ной собст вен
ностью суп ру гов яв ляет ся лю бое на жи тое ими в пе ри од бра ка дви
жи мое и нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во. В нас тоящее вре мя в Ка за х стане 
рас ши ри лась сфе ра иму ще ст вен ных от но ше ний,  осо бен но в час ти 
пе ре хо да прав на нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во. В свя зи с обя за тель ной 
ре ги ст ра цией прав на нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во и сде лок с ним в прак
ти ке ре ги ст ри рующих ор га нов вс тал воп рос о по ряд ке ре ги ст ра ции 
пра ва сов мест ной собст вен нос ти суп ру гов. В статье расс мот рен по
ря док ре ги ст ра ции прав, ес ли нед ви жи мое иму ще ст во приоб ре те но 
на имя од но го из суп ру гов.

Клю че вые сло ва: иму ще ст во, сов мест ная собст вен ность суп ру
гов, раз дел иму ще ст ва суп ру гов, ре ги ст ра ция прав на нед ви жи мое 
иму ще ст во.
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LEGAL REGULATION OF 
SOME MATRIMONIAL 
PROPERTY PROBLEMS

In the legal regime of marital property, all acquired during the 
marriage is their joint property. The participants of this property are 
the only spouses. It follows that, regardless of the active participation 
of each of the spouses in the creation of the common property ,they 
have equal rights to it. Matrimonial property - property acquired 
by them during the marriage. Mistakenly called «civil marriage» 
actual family life, even long-term, but without proper registration 
of marriage, does not create a joint ownership of the property. 
Temporary separation of the spouses does not contradict the legal 
regime of their property.

To property acquired by the spouses during the marriage 
(common property of spouses) is include the income of each spouse 
from employment, business and results of intellectual activity, 
received pensions, benefits and other payments that do not have 
a special purpose (the amount of material assistance, the amounts 
paid in compensation for the loss of ability to work due to injury 
or other damage to health, and others). Common property of the 
spouses are also purchased from the general revenues of the spouses 
movable and immovable property, securities, shares, deposits, shares 
in the capital made   to the credit institution or other commercial 
organizations, and any other acquired by the spouses during the 
marriage property regardless of whether in the name of the spouse 
who acquired it or the name of someone or someone spouse made   
cash. Joint property of spouses is any acquired by them during the 
marriage of movable and immovable property which may be the 
subject of property rights of citizens, regardless of the name of one 
of the spouses it was purchased or made   cash. 

Movable and immovable property acquired from the general 
revenues of the spouses is recognized as joint property. These things 
become joint property after transferring the ownership to one spouse. 
Consequently, the acquisition of property by one spouse from a third 
party and other spouse also has a right to acquire it. Basis of property 
rights of the first spouse which signed purchased contract with a 
third party for the sale, exchange, etc., and the second spouse has a 
right to own according to the direct instructions of the law on joint 
property of the spouses of property acquired during the marriage.

According to paragraph 1 of Article 33 of the Code of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan “On Marriage (Matrimony) and Family” 
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(hereinafter - the Code), the property acquired by the 
spouses during the marriage (marriage) is their joint 
property. [1] Also, in accordance with paragraph 
1 of Article 223 of the Civil Code of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan (hereinafter - CC RK), matrimonial 
property - the property acquired by the spouses 
during the marriage is their joint property if the 
contract between them provided that the property 
is a shared property spouses or belongs to one or 
the relevant parts of each of the spouses the right of 
ownership. [2] 

From this, it follows that the legal regime of 
marital property regime is their joint property if it 
has not been set in the marriage contract.

In accordance with Article 220 of the Civil Code 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan spouses jointly own 
and use common property and dispose of it by mutual 
agreement, which is expected no matter which one 
of the spouses made   a deal to dispose of property. 
In transactions requiring notarization or state 
registration, in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 
220 of the Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
the consent to the transaction by one spouse to another 
needs to be validated by a notary. Rights of spouses to 
own, use and dispose of property are equal. They do 
not depend on the actual contribution of each spouse 
to the creation of the common property. Spouses have 
equal rights to property.

In the case of the division of property, which is 
a joint property of the spouses, their share is usually 
considered equal. According to the rules of notarial 
acts notaries, approved by order of the Minister 
of Justice of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 
January 31, 2012 № 31, in the commission of one 
of the spouses of the transaction on the order of the 
common property of the spouses is assumed consent 
of the other spouse if the marriage contract does 
not establish a different treatment of the property.
[3] To commit one of the spouses of the transaction 
under the order (purchase) or termination of the 
transaction, which requires notarization and (or) 
registration in the manner prescribed by law, it is 
necessary to request a notarized consent of the other 
spouse or a statement that the owner of the property 
to be alienated is not married, with the exception of 
disposals of property acquired by the spouses on the 
basis of gratuitous transactions before marriage or 
by way of inheritance, as well as with the exception 
of disposals of property, which is owned by his wife 
in the regime of separate property on the basis of 
the marriage contract. In the latter case, the notary 
presented a prenuptial agreement.

The registration of rights to the property, 
which is common property of the spouses must be 

in accordance with the Code of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan “On Marriage (Matrimony) and Family” 
to submit the registration authority a notarized 
consent of the spouse to complete the transaction. 
According to Article 22 chapter 6 of the Law of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan of July 26, 2007 № 310-
III «On state registration of rights to immovable 
property”, for registration of the rights of the other 
spouse, details of which are not contained in the 
documents of title, the applicant who has reached 
the age of consent in accordance with the legislation 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, in the application 
for registration shall specify the information about 
the fact there is no state in marital relations or 
information about your spouse with a copy of the 
document confirming the existence of the marital 
relationship. If the marriage contract is set to shared 
or separate ownership of the immovable property 
of the spouses, the registering authority granted the 
marriage contract. [4] 

Based on the above, the registration of rights 
to immovable property in the State database “Real 
Estate Registry” made   information on all owners 
who are owners (that is, the two spouses).

It should also be noted that the designation of 
one of the owners of real property in the pledge 
agreement, in the presence of a notarized consent 
of other owners (husband or wife), is not no lawful 
or not lawful, in this regard, when applying for 
registration of the contract of pledge registration 
authority shall register the contract

As has been the above, in accordance with Art. 
223 CC jointly owned property is property owned by 
two or more persons without specifying the shares 
of each of the owners of the right of ownership to it, 
with joint ownership arises only in cases prescribed 
by law. One such case is the joint property of the 
spouses - the Code specifies that the legal regime 
of marital property regime is their joint property. 
In practice, there is a question about the status of 
the property received by both spouses on gratuitous 
transactions (for example, the privatization contract, 
donation) - whether the property is jointly owned, 
and therefore it is subject to the norms of family law, 
or it is a common property regulated by common 
rules of civil law? Resolving this issue is of great 
practical importance, since it affects the future fate 
of the property, including the introduction of such 
facilities in the community property to be distributed 
according to the norms of the Code, the opportunity 
to enter into a marriage contract in respect of the 
property, etc.

Common is the assertion that the property 
received by the property of the spouses during 
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the marriage by gratuitous transactions is their 
joint property. This statement, in our opinion, is 
not absolutely certain on the following grounds:  
Article 33 of the Code defines a joint marital 
property as property acquired during the 
marriage, and also lists the property. At the same 
time, the Code does not define the concept of 
“marital property.” Listed in paragraph 2 of 
Art. 33 of the Code property can be divided into 
two types, as it is set out in a provision of law:  
first - the income of each spouse (from labor, 
business and intellectual property), pensions and 
benefits, as well as certain types of payments,  
second - acquired from the general revenues of the 
spouses movable and immovable property, securities, 
shares, deposits, shares in the capital made   to the 
credit institution or other commercial organizations, 
and any other acquired by the spouses during the 
marriage, regardless of whether the property in the 
name of someone spouse acquired it or the name of 
one of the spouses or who made   money.

However, many researchers of family law split 
the list of assets referred to in the second form, for 
certain types. At the same time a sign of acquisition 
of the property from the general revenues relate to 
movable and immovable property, securities, units 
of, deposits, shares in the capital made   to the credit 
institutions and other commercial organizations, 
and do not relate it to any other property acquired 
by the spouses during the marriage although at the 
same time the words “regardless of the name of one 
of the spouses acquired it” refer to those objects.  
In our opinion, analyzing art. 33 of the Code, it 
is possible to draw the following conclusions:  
- the concept of “property acquired by the spouses” 
means: a) income earned by spouses (one of them), 
as well as compensating lost wages or inability to 
obtain it, and b) property acquired from general 
revenue;

the concept of “property acquired by the 
spouses” is not identical to the concept of 
“acquired for any reason”, otherwise, why 
separate the notion of “acquired” and “acquired”;  
- the words “regardless of the name of one of the spouses 
acquired it” refers not only to “any other property” 
and to all listed property, including real estate;  
- separation sign “the acquisition of property from 
the general revenues of the spouses” to acquire 
“any property ...” is not based on the grammatical 
interpretation of the rules of law, the word “and” 
in this case is used for the transfer of the property 
purchased from the general revenues; 

– an indication of the law on the acquisition of 
property from the general revenues of the spouses 

is onerous nature of transactions in which the 
property comes into the joint property of spouses. 
the concept of “property acquired by the spouses” 
is not identical to the concept of “acquired for any 
reason”, otherwise, why separate the notion of 
“acquired” and “acquired”; 

– the words “regardless of the name of one of 
the spouses acquired it” refers not only to “any other 
property” and to all listed property, including real estate;  
- separation sign “the acquisition of property from 
the general revenues of the spouses” to acquire 
“any property ...” is not based on the grammatical 
interpretation of the rules of law, the word “and” 
in this case is used for the transfer of the property 
purchased from the general revenues; 

– an indication of the law on the acquisition of 
property from the general revenues of the spouses is 
onerous nature of transactions in which the property 
comes into the joint property of spouses.

Thus, when entering the property, including 
real estate, the property of both spouses on the 
gratuitous transactions (contract of donation, free 
privatization) there is no joint ownership of spouses 
and common ownership. The fact of the marital 
relationship in these cases is legally irrelevant, in the 
privatization of housing is important fact of tenancy 
agreement, the donation of the property - the identity 
of the done. Accordingly, the resulting relationship 
between the spouses, co-owners are not governed by 
the rules of family law and general civil law. Based 
on the foregoing, subject to Article 33 of the Code, 
real estate, in our opinion, will be the joint property 
of the spouses, if it meets the following conditions:-
acquired during the marriage; 

– acquired on a reimbursable transaction; 
– acquired from the general revenues of the 

spouses, 
– marital agreement is not modified regime 

of joint ownership (the contract can be concluded 
as to the acquisition of the property, and after the 
acquisition).

In the absence of at least one of these conditions 
the property can not be owned jointly by spouses. 
For example, there are cases of acquisition 
of property by one spouse on a reimbursable 
transaction, but at their own expense, for example, 
existing prior to the marriage, or received as a 
gift, or the proceeds from the sale of the property 
to him personally, in particular, received by 
inheritance or property in order free privatization. 
In this case, I have practiced, in addition to the 
submission of documents confirming the origin of 
the funds (the contract of donation of money, a 
contract of alienation personally owned property, 
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etc.), require the application of the second spouse, 
confirming that the joint funds for the acquisition 
of property is not used. All this is reflected in the 

text of the treaty, and in the subsequent consent 
of the spouse on the disposition of the property is 
not claimed.
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